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The importance of fire in human social evolution is widely acknowledged but the extent of its impact is not fully explored. Generally, it is connected to energy, light, purification, illumination, creation, destruction and metamorphosis. Fire’s paradoxical nature has built up many societies throughout human history and has been the primary social driver within communities. Due to technological advances, its energy has been transformed into a distant element which is being used discretely in industrial buildings, hidden under basements, or replaced by other forms of energy. Now, heat, energy, and light is readily available anywhere at any time, eliminating the biological need for a centralized source of life. As a result, fire has lost its original symbol in society as the life giving entity of the home and of the city. Strict fire regulations have further relinquished the use of fire in contemporary society. This ultimately plays a role in society’s shift towards individualistic rather than collective organization - extinguishing the original formulation of community.

When fire is controlled, research confirms that hearth and campfires induce relaxation as part of a multi sensory, absorptive, and social experience. Because fire ties heavily with community formation, this thesis aims to directly reintroduce the element of fire as a social phenomenon measured through four scales of human proxemics: public, social, personal, and intimate. Since fire involves flickering light, crackling sounds, warmth, and has a distinctive smell, the architecture will be designed around the exploration of these characteristics and its spatial qualities through the control of construction as well as heat and light dissipation to result in the design of a cyclically transformative burning building.1

1[The idea of a “burning building” is being redefined not as a building being decayed, but rather a study of how reintroducing fire back into Architecture can create a centralized social phenomenon within the public realm through the design of a transformative process.]
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WE MADE A FIRE!
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DON’T START A FIRE!

WHERE’S THE FIRE?
SUMMARY

The importance of fire in human social evolution is widely acknowledged but the extent of its impact is not fully explored. Generally, it is connected to energy, light, purification, illumination, creation, destruction and metamorphosis. Fire’s paradoxical nature has built up many societies throughout human history and has been the primary social driver within communities. Due to technological advances, its energy has been transformed into a distant element which is being used discretely in industrial buildings, hidden under basements, or replaced by other forms of energy. Now, heat, energy, and light is readily available anywhere at any time, eliminating the biological need for a centralized source of life. As a result, fire has lost its original symbol in society as the life giving entity of the home and of the city. Strict fire regulations have further relinquished the use of fire in contemporary society. This ultimately plays a role in society’s shift towards individualistic rather than collective organization - extinguishing the original formulation of community.

WHAT DRAWS US TOWARDS FIRE?

When fire is controlled, research confirms that hearth and campfires induce relaxation as part of a multi sensory, absorptive, and social experience. Because fire ties heavily with community formation, this thesis aims to directly re-introduce the element of fire as a social phenomenon measured through four scales of human proxemics: public, social, personal, and intimate. Since fire involves flickering light, crackling sounds, warmth, and has a distinctive smell, the architecture will be designed around the exploration of these characteristics and its spatial qualities through the control of construction as well as heat and light dissipation to result in the design of a cyclically transformative burning building.

1. [The idea of a “burning building” is being redefined not as a building being decayed, but rather a study of how reintroducing fire back into Architecture can create a centralized social phenomenon within the public realm through the design of a transformative process.]
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01 WHAT IS FIRE?
Fire is the process of combustion, ignited through the chemical reaction of heat, oxygen, and fuel. The fuel is heated to its ignition point until gas is released from its surface (called oxidation). As heat is released, it feeds back into the combustion process, creating a continuous chemical reaction. The result of this process emits energy, light, exhaust, and heat.
All buildings are designed around fire. The idea of fire infil-
trates every aspect of contemporary architectural construction
guided by building codes and fire regulations. The relation of
this element in Architecture remains a passive one as buildings
are constructed to resist and decelerate the effects of combus-
tion. Fire is ultimately one of the largest influence of the built
environment, whether it is present or not.

Peer Gastgir Sahib Shrine Fire, Resisting fire through the process of “slow burn-
ing” heavy timber construction Photo by Jason Pemberton, Photopedia.com
FIRE IS EXOSOMATIC

Exosomatic: Recording of memories outside the brain.

Fire has no precise consistency, but its presence can actively transform matter into different states. It can be agreed that it is a property transforming element which has the ability to physically manipulate objects in a short amount of time. Fire is the common medium which constantly changes the building's level of order by embedding its memories into the structure of the building.
FIRE IS PARADOXICAL

Fire stands as the origin of radiant warmth and light. Ultimately, the fireplace is the center of the house. It is the life-giving element which transforms the building shell into a living entity.

If not properly tended, its benign character can quickly become a dangerous and apocalyptic nightmare. It has the ability to swallow cities and forests - joining together things that were once separate and burning them until they become unrecognizable rubble.
“The fireplace in its original work is functionally extinct in the West, used only as a nostalgic aid to thermal comfort...”

*Elements of Architecture*
Fire has been crucial to human survival for around one million years, and in that time, humans have evolved psychological mechanisms specifically dedicated to controlling it. But because most Westerners no longer learn how to start, maintain and use fire during childhood, we instead wind up with a curious attraction to it — a burning desire left to languish.

-Wolchover
"Fire is a synonym for the flow of life, which architecture serves."
-Josep Lluis Mateo

In ancient times, fire was seen as the primeval element, one of the many myths competing for the origin of how Architecture was formed. Fire is associated with energy, with the thermal adaptation needed for human life, and for handling and producing the materials, such as metal, glass, food, that are fundamental in survival.

Generally, fire is connected to energy, light, purification, illumination, creation, destruction and metamorphosis. It has the properties of hot and dry, and once people ignited the first fire and gathered around it, it meant overcoming the hostility of the environment and adhering to the natural human needs. **This has defined the first form of civilization and community.**
IS FIRE ARCHITECTURAL?

A parable presented by Reyner Banham can be used to illustrate the idea of this. The tale tells about a primitive tribe that has come upon a clearing in the woods where they plan to stay the night. The area is well supplied with fallen timber. Now the tribe faces a dilemma: should they use the wood to build a small shelter or as firewood for a bonfire?

Wood is a material for both construction and combustion. Both methods of use points out two architectural manifestations - one tangible and one intangible. The tribe considers two basic strategies of environmental intervention: regulating natural energy flows through physical structure (hut), or exploiting the energy brought by combustion (fire). The thermal space of the bonfire is no less architectural than the physical space of the hut. Fire presents a new form of spatial habitation expressed by the radiation of its heat, light, and energy. Moreover, its relations with the physical construction manifestation, the hut, is crucial in how space is oriented around it. What is a house but a hearth?
Fire + Architecture

“Throughout all phases of society, the hearth formed that sacred focus around which took order and shape. It is the first and most important element of architecture. Around it were grouped the other three elements: the roof, the enclosure, and the mound. The protecting negations or defenders of the hearth’s flame against the hostile elements of nature.”

-Gottfried Semper

Overtime, the idea of the fire and hut has developed into the fundamental elements of Architecture, where the fire is life and the building is the skin which shapes around it. The hearth becomes the center of spatial configuration.
FENG-SHUI AND THE FIRE

Cave-pit-hut: evolution of dwellings, assisted by fireplace and the principles of feng-shui.

(Geomancy and the selection of architecture placement in ancient China,. Ding Yi, Lu Yu, Yong Hong, Hebei: 1996)
FIRE MIGRATES TO WALL

Throughout the evolution of primitive dwellings, the wall becomes a functional entity, created thick enough to embed a fireplace within it. The wall and the chimney becomes about transporting smoke and controlling convection. No longer is it merely a divider of space, but transforms the poche into an active surface of convection, heat, and light.

As the population grows and cities densify, the presence of fire continues to diminish, expelled into a distant nuclear plant miles away from the city.
As a result, the energy of fire has been transformed into a distant element which is being used discretely in industrial buildings, hidden under basements, or replaced by other forms of energy. **It has lost its original symbol in society as the life giving entity of the home and of the city.** Fire has become domesticated, commodified into a plethora of heating, cooking, and place making products.

Source: Elements
BUILDING AS A MACHINE: THE LOST OF FIRE

“When your house contains such a complex of piping, flues, ducts, wires, lights, inlets, outlets, ovens, sinks, refuse disposers, hi-fi reverberators, antennae, conduits, freezers, heaters – when it contains so many services that the hardware could stand up by itself without any assistance from the house, why have a house to hold it up?"

-Reyner Banham

The alternative to fire has lead to a plethora of equipment used to support and transfer heat, light, and energy throughout buildings. The function of the hearth, which was once the centralized item, has now become the walls, floors, and ceilings of our buildings. The wall is no longer recognized as an active surface, but rather, a storage for mechanical equipment concealed under a layer of material finish.
“THE FIREPLACE MAY BE THE FIRST ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT TO BECOME EXTINCT”

FIREPLACE DEMOLITION PROCESS

Designer fires: instead of a piece of architecture, the fireplace becomes an ultraclean, common table-top object.

Tabletop Firelace by Gido Wahrmann for Carl Mertens

Planila by Serge Atallah

Source: Elements
HOW DOES THE REPLACEMENT OF FIRE AFFECT OUR HUMAN SOCIAL CONSTRUCT?

03

FIRE AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON
Due to its effect on the progression of human society, fire has played a crucial part in the development of human social structure. It continuously shapes the formation of community activity through its radiating, multi-functional qualities. As the development of technology relinquishes our dependency on this element, the gathering around fire becomes a strictly social activity, kept around due to its attractive, mesmerizing nature.
2010 On-screen prompt in the midst of Nintendo Wii game Fireplacing, stoked through an infra-red wand, for homes that have long since exiled the flame from sight, down to a basement boiler, or distant power station.

Social engagement through fire, in this virtual sense, is limited to a glowing screen, rendering fire as obsolete.

“Now don’t’ start daydreaming! Soon you’ll have to add more firewood..”
COMMUNITY AND THE CENTRALIZED SOURCE

Our tolerance for social proximity is directly related to our biological need for heat and light. The radiant nature of fire is able to create higher levels of social intimacy through close human proximity. The absence of fire from society has brought upon a new type of culture formed around the notion of individualism. No longer is society bound together by the radial confinement of the heat, but the quest for equal distribution of heat and light has relinquished the need for physical and social attachment.
### HEAT FROM FIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR TEMPERATURE</th>
<th>HUMAN RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400°F</td>
<td>IRREVERSIBLE INJURY TO DRY SKIN WITHIN 30 SECONDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350°F</td>
<td>INTOLERABLE WITHIN 5 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300°F</td>
<td>INTOLERABLE WITHIN 15 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250°F</td>
<td>INTOLERABLE WITHIN 25 MINUTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200°F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150°F</td>
<td>INTOLERABLE FOR LESS THAN 1 HOUR (DEPENDS ON HUMIDITY, CLOTHING WORN, AND LEVEL OF PHYSICAL EXERTION)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100°F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50°F</td>
<td>HUMAN COMFORT ZONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HEAT, LIGHT, AND SPACE

The relation of our interaction with heat and fire is one of attraction and avoidance. Human reactions are the result of our internal temperature measurements in relation to the surrounding environment. When there is fire, our distance to the flames are in relation to the heat that is emitted. When it is cold, we are drawn towards the heat source. When the heat source is too hot, we back away to avoid getting hurt. As a result, heat equals the distance we stand from fire, as well as one another.
There are four primary levels of human proxemics: intimate, personal, social, and public. The distance between these thresholds pertains to an individualized level of social comfort.
As a result of decentralized individualism rather than collective centralization, our social proxemic tolerance towards one another has become distant due to the lack of biological need for fire.
THE PROXEMIC CULTURE OF FIRE
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CASE STUDY: THE BURNING MAN
BLACK ROCK CITY
Population: 67,000

“Once a year, tens of thousands of people gather in Nevada’s Black Rock Desert to create Black Rock City, a temporary metropolis dedicated to community, art, self-expression, and self-reliance. It’s a city wherein almost everything that happens is created entirely by its citizens, who are active participants in the experience.”

-Black Rock City
The temporary city is designed around the Burning Man event, where fire is seen as the city’s primary organizational structure. Designed artifacts of various scales are implemented throughout the site as its citizens travel to participate in these burnings as a form of community culture.

CITY OF FIRE
The Burning Man is a city-sized community designed and built by its inhabitants, known as “Burners.” The process of participation is key in that it is meant to completely release its dwellers from the restrictions of the “default world,” or everyday life. The one-week metropolis is meant to replenish a primitive society of authenticity, decommodified and pure. Once over, everything is burned, dismantled, and towed away, leaving the inhabitants renewed through the process of self-discovery.
MIGRATING CITY

As the Burning Man community continues to expand, the city migrates to different areas in order to accommodate for the masses. The nomadic nature allows for the community to redesign itself as an opportunity for constant urban renewal.
COMMUNITIES OF SCALE

Various scales of human proxemics is achieved through the size of burning artifacts, where the emission of light and heat becomes the defined spatial boundaries. The nature of fire is no longer domesticated or resisted. Rather, it is designed into pieces of art as a form of creative liberation.
05 THE BURNING BUILDING
FIRE AS PLACE
PHASE 4: REGENERATE IT

contention: The near extinction of the fireplace from contemporary society has resulted in a lost of community culture.

claim: Fire, when controlled, can be used to design social proximity, creating a new form of social phenomenon as a process of reintroducing fire back into contemporary society.

project: The design of the process of fire takes the form of a burning pavilion that exists in three phases: construction, burning, and exosomatic habitation. The transformative nature of fire brings the burning pavilion into a constant motion of metamorphosis, which in turn creates an instant community culture. The “burning building” becomes an embedded memory of change over time as the community expands and contracts through the process of firemaking. The effect of fire morphs the architectural spatiality and community formation, creating an instant culture and instant city. As the architecture changes, so does the proxemics distance in relation to the scale and emittance of heat and light through four modes of intimate, personal, social, and public. As a result, the design of the pavilion ultimately serves as a counter culture and criticism against the individualistic commodified culture of contemporary society brought by the extinction of the fireplace. The very essence of a community is once again primal, dictated by the biological need of heat and light.

starting point: Black Rock City
The design of the burning pavilion aims to test methods of how fire can alter and change conditions within architecture. Rather than seeing it as source of destruction, it can activate the artifact into a constant motion that reflects and records the process of change.

The creation of an proxemic community is achieved through the process of burning. The life cycle of the community structure expands and contracts as it reflects the life cycle of the pavilion.
PHASE 1: BUILD IT

CONTROL COMBUSTION & CONSTRUCTION

The technique of “selective burning” is applied through the process of heavy timber construction, where the process of slow burning is able to control the flammability of each component, allowing the building to burn selectively.
The formal strategy of the pavilion manipulates the heat and light dissipated from fire through a layering process of fire resistive construction and flammable material. The distance of heat and light emitted formulates, respectively, different social nodes of intimate, personal, social, and public spaces contingent upon the length of the radiated surface.
Because the pavilion is burning at different rates of fire intensity, the effect it has on the burnt material will reflect the social space that was intended through the control of fire. The temperature indicates where the maximum intensity is. If a flame hot, it can ionize the atoms around it, leaving a trace of oxidized deformation. The burnt surface then becomes an object of memory as effects of fire is embedded within it.
PHASE 4: REGENERATE IT
REINSERTING FIRE INTO CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
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